Springtime is the best time for writing! Spruce upour
y writing exercises with these fresh
ideas for classroom writing!
Lights, camera, action! Ha
ve students reflect on the
past school year and make video journals to share
with their parents and upcoming classes. Let eac
h
student write a journal entry about events, activities,
or friends made during the year. Videotape each
student as he reads his journal entry aloud.

Provide green- and white-lined computer
paper for students to use for early writing
drafts. Instruct students to write on the white
lines.Whenthe drafts are passed to classmates
for editing, have the editors write their
comments in the green spaces of each line.

Teach students to learn by asking!
Pair students and have one act as
an interviewer and the other as the
interviewee. Have students write
questions covering topics such as
favorite activities, family members,
etc. Instruct students to write down
the answers as they receive them.
After the interview, have students
switch places.Let each interviewer
present his profile to the class.
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Practice descriptive writing
with May flowers and vegetables!
Have each student choose a flower
or vegetable and write a description
of its color, shape, texture, and size.
Let each student read his description to the class and then have
the class try to guess the
flower or vegetable
being described.

Practice inventive spelling!When writing
spelling words for practice,provide materials
and suggestions for students to use so they
are never writing spelling words the same
way twice. Students can write w
ords in
pencil, pen, crayon, or markers.They can
use all capital letters, cursi
ve, print, bubble
letters, or type the words on a computer.
Challenge students to use a different method
each time!

Knock-knock! Find out who’s there
by having students decorate a piece
of paper to resemble a door. Staple
this page over a sheet of writing
paper. Have students write about
who is behind the door.

Letter writing leads to learning!Before
a field trip, encourage students to
write letters to the destination (zoo,
fire station, etc.). Instruct students to
describe what they know about the
place and what they want to learn.
Send the letters, but keep copies for
the students to view after the trip to
see what they have learned.

Let budding poets create
spring rhymes. Have students
choose a springtime topic and
write two-line couplets about
the chosen theme. Explain
that a couplet is two lines
whose ending words rhyme.
Let students draw, cut out,
and decorate springtime
shapes and then write poems
on them. Punch a hole in the
top of each shape and use
yarn to connect the poems in
groups of three. Hang from
the ceiling or on a spring
bulletin board.
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